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Abstract 
First, the theory of logical relations is used to answer the question “What is meant by the term ´acceptance of 
technology´?”. The term "ordered tuple" helps to define the basis of the concept of logical relations. The term 
"acceptance of technology" refers to neither a thing nor a property; but to a complex relationship. Some properties 
(reflexivity, total reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, irreflexivity and asymmetry) of this complex relationship are 
examined. Second, pragma-dialectically “acceptance of CCS” is defined and located. The four discussion stages 
suggest a procedural account of where – in practice – acceptance is about to occur. 
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1. Introduction 
 By theoretically revealing determinants of acceptance of a technology of different players in the 
discussion on CCS factors are found that can be considered constituents of acceptance on the empirical 
level as well. The current discussion (empirically) brings to light hard positions pro and con modern 
technologies as climate change options [1]. The theoretical assessment of the structures of the discursive 
activities is needed in order to, for instance, develop topical fields of systematic acceptance research. In 
this contribution the theories of logical relations (chapters 2. – 5.) and pragma-dialectics (6. – 8.) are used 
for that purpose. Only when one has successfully found theses about acceptance of technologies one can 
continue with systematic empirical research. Thanks to theory-founded empirical claims one might be 
able to avoid conflicts with respect to implementing technologies such as CCS. Developing analytical 
methods for a way from prejudiced to more rational decisions one will gain the opportunity for 
considerate political decisions from discursive decision processes, economic growth in the field of 
GeoEnergy as well as a solid foundation for further systematic scientific investigation.  
Yet, in order to observe some of the findings empirically, a discussion forum for the key players in the 
Brandenburg discourse on the acceptance of CCS technology was organized. The meeting was held on the 
May 8th 2012 in St. Nicholas Church, Cottbus. 
2. Categories in philosophy 
Three categories† are distinguished when asked what is meant by a term. The following scheme in 
accord to Berka [1] is used:  
 
 
        thing  (Ding) 
 
     designates  property  (Eigenschaft) 
 
        relationship (Beziehung) 
 
term  signifies      name 
 
        individual (Individuum) 
 
     denotes   class  (Klasse) 
 
        relation  (Relation) 
 
    Fig. 1 categories in philosophy 
 
With this scheme it is worked in the following way: Each term is the meaning of a specific name. 
These names are examined with respect to categories.  
The question asked is: Does the meaning of a name refer to things, properties, or relationships in the 
world? The names of "friendship" and "equality" refer to certain relationships and denote relations. The 
                                                          
† With the term “categories” it is meant: relationships are not reducible to properties and properties are not reducible to things and 
relationships are not reducible to things and vice versa. 
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name "the standard meter in Paris in 1889" refers to a particular thing and denotes an individual (lat. 
Individuum). The name "human" refers to a property and represents a class. It is assumed that the term 
“acceptance of technology” refers to the relationship between people and technologies/ artefacts in the 
world and represents a complex formal relation. 
3. Definitions and Rules 
Complex formal relations that are needed for the analysis are defined in terms of logic with the help of the 
class calculus [2]. A two-place relation ۃǡۄ can be defined using the concept of ordered pairs: ۃǡۄ 
=def. {x,{x, y}} A two-place relation is a certain class of ordered pairs, symbolized by: ۃx, yۄא. This 
symbol is equivalent to x R y. Each n-place relation has n! - 1 converses: n! = 1 ൈ 2 …n [3]. 
Consequently a two-place relation has one converse, n = 2, n! = 1 ൈ 2 = 2 and 2-1 = 1, symbolic: y ෘܴ  x, 
and x R y {  y ෘܴ  x. A three-place relation ۃǡǡ zۄ can be defined using the concept of ordered triples: ۃǡ
ǡ zۄ = def. {x, {x, y}, {x, y, z}} A three-place relation is a certain class of ordered triples, symbolic: ۃǡǡ 
zۄ, this symbol is equivalent to R(x, y, z). A three-place relation has five converses: n = 3, n! = 1
ൈ 2 ൈ 3 = 6 and 6 - 1 = 5, symbolic: 1. ෘܴ  (x, z, y), 2. ෘܴ  (y , x, z), 3. ෘܴ  (y, z, x), 4. ෘܴ  (z, x, y), 5. ෘܴ  (z, y, x). 
An n-place relation can be defined using the concept of ordered n-tuple with the symbolۃͳǡʹǡǥǡnۄ א. 
This symbol is equivalent to R (ͳǡ ʹǡǥǡn). Each n-place relation contains ൫௡௠൯ partial-relations to m-
places. ൫௡௠൯ = 
௡כሺ௡ିଵሻכሺ௡ିଶሻǥሺ௡ିሺ௠ିଵሻሻ
௠Ǩ , (n t m). The same theorem is used to calculate the binomial 
coefficients of Newton [3]. For example, a three place relation R(x, y, z) with n=3 contains 3 two-place 
relations (m = 2): ۃǡۄ, ۃǡۄ, ۃǡۄǤIt also contains R(x, y, z) with (n=3) and (m=3) with the first class x, 
the second class y, and the third class z. Relations have formal properties that are important for 
acceptance research. Before the term “acceptance of technology” is examined with regard to these 
properties, the definitions of the essential properties are given [2]. Reflexivity: R אref. (K) =def.  (x) x א 
K  x R x. A relation R is reflexive if every element of the field (K) has the relation R to itself. Total 
reflexivity: R totalref. =def.  (x) x R x. A relation R is total reflexive if every element in the universe has 
this relation R to itself. Irreflexivity: R irref. (K) =def.  (x) x אK  x R x. A relation R is irreflexive if 
no element of the field has this relation R to itself. Asymmetry: R אas. =def.  (x, y) (x R y o y R x). A 
relation R is asymmetrical if between two elements it exists in one direction but not the other. Symmetry: 
R sym. =def.  (x, y) (x R y o y R x). A relation R is symmetric if it exists between two elements in both 
directions. Transitivity: R trans. =def.  (x, y, z) (x R y  y R x o x R z). A relation R is transitive if it 
exists between one element and a second element, between this second element and a third element, and 
between the first and the third element. Partimreflexivity: R partimrefl. (K) =def.  (x) (x א K  x R x  x 
R x). A relation R is partimreflexive if some elements of the field are in relation R to itself and other 
elements are not. Partimsymmetry: R partimsym.(K) =def.  (x, y) (x, y א K  x R y o y R x)   (x, y) 
(x, y א K  x R y o y R x). A relation R is partimsymmetrical if some elements of the field are 
symmetrical in the relation R and other elements are asymmetrical in the relation R. Partimransitivity: R 
partimtrans.(K) =def.  (x, y, z) (x, y, z אK  x R y  y R x o x R z)   (x, y, z) (x, y, z אK  x R y  y 
R x o x R z). A relation R is partimtransitive if some elements of the field are transitive in the relation 
R and other elements are not. Finally, the logical form of average-relation is: x R  S y = def. x R y  x S 
y.  
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4. Interpretations and Hypotheses of acceptance-research 
It was maintained stated that the term "acceptance of technology” refers to a complex formal relation. 
With the help of the definitions and rules it is specified what is meant by that:  
Thesis 1: “acceptance of technology” (tA) is a three-place relation between people (x) promoting 
acceptance of a technology (y) and people (z) being asked to accept: tA ( x, y, z).  
There are three classes. 1. x = first class of people promoting acceptance; 2. y = second class of 
technology/ artifact that is supposed to be accepted; 3. z = = third class of people being asked to accept. 
For the meaning of the name “acceptance of technology,” it is essential that all the three classes exist in 
the actual world.   
Thesis 2: For every x there is a y and a z existing:  (x)  (y, z)  tA ( x, y, z).  
Thesis 3: For every y there is an x and is a z existing:  (y)  (x, z)  tA ( x, y, z).  
Thesis 4: For every z there is an x and a y existing:  (z)  (x, y)  tA ( x, y, z).  
If there is one empty class, the relation tA ( x, y, z) is not fulfilled. For example, one can use the case of 
the technology for capturing unicorns (y). Even if there were people (x) promoting it; and people (z) being 
asked to accept it, there is no technology available for capturing unicorns in the world as there is a 
technology in the world for catching fish - known as fishing rod. From chapter 2 (Definitions and Rules) it 
is known that a three place relation has five converses. New terms can be introduced and in that manner it 
can be shown how to obtain them.  
Thesis 5: ݐܣේ (x, z, y) is the first converse relation of the term “acceptance of technology” with the 
meaning: People (x) are asking people (z) for accepting the technology (y). By forming the first converse 
of thesis 1 a clear feature become apparent: Advertisers for acceptance are also questioners for 
acceptance. In order to convince people to accept the technology, there are methods of empirical social 
research, emerging formats like planning cells, citizens panels, roundtables, and citizen dialogues. These 
types of questions can nominate areas of conflicts and at the same time help finding resolutions. For 
debates about technology it is important to identify the class of people being asked to accept and to 
identify the class of people promoting acceptance. 
Thesis 6: ݐܣේ (y, x, z) is the second converse relation of the term “acceptance of technology” with the 
meaning: The technology (y), is being promoted by people (x), addressing people (z). Only advertised 
technology is object of acceptance. Secret technology is not part of the relationship, because a public 
discourse about “acceptance of technology” is under investigation. 
Thesis 7: ݐܣේ (y, z, x) is the third converse relation of the term “acceptance of technology” with the 
meaning: The technology (y), is an acceptable offer to (z), from (x). Thesis 7 demonstrates that the 
promoted technology must be acceptable for the people promoting acceptance as well as for the people 
being asked to accept. In the research, it is assumed that the acceptability of a technology is equivalent to 
the "acceptance of technology”. Only if a technology is acceptable (with well-founded assumptions as a 
basis) it makes sense to promote acceptance for it. The case of de facto acceptance of a technology 
without acceptability is not included by the definition of “acceptance of technology”.  
Thesis 8: ݐܣේ (z, x, y) is the fourth converse relation of the term “acceptance of technology” with the 
meaning: The people (z), are being asked by (x), to accept the technology (y). If you ask someone for the 
acceptance of a technology, then the answer may be “Yes, I accept that” or “No, I do not accept that”. The 
provided description of the term "acceptance of technology" does not answer this question. This must be 
decided empirically at a certain time at a specific location with specific people and with regards to a 
specific technology. 
Thesis 9: ݐܣේ (z, y, x) is the fifth converse relation of the term “acceptance of technology” with the 
meaning: The people (z), being asked to accept the technology (y), give an answer to the people (x) 
promoting acceptance. The feature obtained is: Those who are asked must give an answer to the 
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organization and people who want to engage in these communications. The implementations of large 
technology projects in Germany require acceptance and efficiency. Refusal of acceptance can be 
expensive. From chapter 2 it is known that a three place relation contains three two-place relations 
(partial-relations). It is assumed that the partial-relations and their converses constitute the term 
“acceptance of technology”. The first partial-relation of tA (x, y, z) is the following two-place average-
relation described in Theses 10 to 15.  
Thesis 10: People (x) explain their interest in and use of the technology (y): x EI  EU y. If one forms 
the converse of x EI  EU y it is demanded: 
Thesis 11: interest in and use of the technology (y) meet the expectations of (x): y ෛ  x. The 
second partial-relation of tA (x, y, z) is: 
Thesis 12: the technology (y) meets the safety requirements of (z): y SR z. If one forms the converse of 
y SR z it is demanded: 
Thesis 13: people (z) see their safety requirements met by technology (y): z ܵේܴ y. The third partial-
relation of tA (x, y, z) is: 
Thesis 14: people (x) trust people (z): x T z. If one forms the converse of x T z it is demanded: 
Thesis 15: people (z) trust people (x): z ෘܶ x. 
Now the properties of the relations from chapter 2 are investigated and it is demanded: The relationship 
of trust (T) as a partial-relation of the term “acceptance of technology” should be symmetrical between the 
class of people (x) promoting acceptance and the class of people (z) being asked to accept:  (x, z) x T z 
o z T x. Empirically, loss of trust between x and z can be found, if one taked the subclass citizens (z1) in 
Brandenburg from the class of people (z) being asked to accept, for example, the CCS technology, and 
one takes the subclass politicians (x1) in Brandenburg from the class of people (x) promoting acceptance, 
then the structure‡ of partimsymmetry for both relations of Thesis 14 and Thesis 15 can be assessed: 
 (x1, z1) (x1 א  Pol.  z1 א Cit.  x1 T z1 o z1 T x1)   (x1, z1) (x1 א  Pol.  z1 א Cit.  x1 T z1 o z1 T 
x1) 
 (x1, z1) (x1 א  Pol.  z1 א Cit.  z1 T x1 o x1 T z1)   (x1, z1) (x1 א  Pol.  z1 א Cit.  z1 T x1 o x1 T 
z1) 
There are cases where citizens and politicians trust each other and there are cases where citizens do not 
trust the politicians, but politicians trust the citizens. It is important that there are also cases in which 
citizens trust the politicians, but politicians do not trust the citizens. From the scientific observation it can 
be said that in the case of CCS technology in Brandenburg, we are far from the theoretical ideal of a 
symmetrical relationship of trust between citizens and politicians. The same applies to the relation of trust 
between citizens and businesses, and citizens and scientists. 
Thesis 16: The relationship of trust (T), should be reflexive within the class of people (x), promoting 
acceptance and within the class of people (z) being asked to accept:  (x, z) x T x  z T z. This 
relationship is called “self-esteem”. The parties’ self-esteem is prerequisite to building trust between the 
subclasses and within the subclasses of citizens, politicians, businesses and scientists. Empirically, the 
structure of partimreflexivity in the case of self-esteem can be assessed:  (x, z) (x, z א K  x T x  z T z 
 x T x  z T z). There are people in the field (K means all subclasses) in the relation T to itself and 
other people without this relation. This is a qualitative observation in Brandenburg in the case of the 
discussion about the CCS technology, but there is no quantifiable data. However, it can be said that self-
esteem is a constitutive feature of the term “acceptance of technology”. The next argument relates to a 
property of the first partial-relation (x EI  EU y) of the term “acceptance of technology”. 
Thesis 17: With respect to the relation “interest in” it is claimed that: The relationship of interest (I), is 
total-reflexivity within the class of people (x), promoting acceptance and within the class of people (z) 
                                                          
‡ By the term "structure" it is meant: the properties of relations that exist between objects/things.   
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being asked to accept:  (x, z) x I x  z I z. This means that there are no people in the world without self-
interest: Everyone has their own interest! This is also the case if someone does not talk (does not know) 
about that interest or claims he does not have it. It is noted: Self-interest of politicians is equivalent to the 
aim of preserving power and being re-elected, self-interest of entrepreneurs is equivalent to the aim of 
maximizing profits, self-interest of scientists is equivalent to the aim of acquiring knowledge and the self-
interest of citizens is equivalent to the aim of continuity in their life-world. No matter if we are people (x) 
promoting acceptance, or people (z) being asked to accept; self-interests in the technology (y) must be 
explicated. It can be assessed that self-interest in the form of honesty is a constitutive feature of the term 
"acceptance of technology”. The next thesis relates to a property of the relation safety requirements (SR) 
from Thesis 12. 
Thesis 18: The relationship of safety requirements (SR) should be reflexive within the class of people 
(z) being asked to accept:  (z) z SR z. In words: For every (z) applies: (z) formulates for itself its 
security requirements. This purveys that people being asked to accept a technology decide about their own 
security requirements. If people are afraid of technology because people do not see their safety 
requirements met by technology; then people are afraid of technology. For example, in Brandenburg there 
is a citizens' initiative which refers to the CCS technology as a “CO2 bomb”. This term represents the fears 
of the citizens and is a metaphor for the destruction of the continuity of their life-world. But if someone is 
afraid of a specific technology, it does not help to suggest to them: "Don’t be afraid, the technology is 
safe". The problem is not that some people know too little about technology, but the problem is that too 
little is known about the relationship between humans and technology [4]. 
Thesis 19: The relationship of interest (I) should be transitive, reflexive and symmetrical within each 
subclass and between the subclasses of citizens, politicians, businesses and scientists: I אref. (Cit, Pol., 
Bus., Sci.)  I א sym. (Cit, Pol., Bus., Sci.)  I אtrans. (Cit, Pol., Bus., Sci.). Put more simply this means: 
People should be interested in themselves and in all other players in order to be able to change the outlook 
as well. Empirically, interest and disinterest within all subclasses and between all subclasses can be 
assessed. Many people have difficulties changing their peculiar perspective and adopting another’s point 
of view. The structure is partim-symmetrical and partim-transitive. 
These 19 theses are just some of the answers to the question: What is meant by the term “acceptance of 
technology”? The answers are aimed at many different semantic fields of relationships between people 
and technology. More questions than answers remain.  
5. Conclusion I 
For the research the case x = z is important in order to see what is meant by the term "acceptance of 
technology” At (x, y, z). The following interpretation can be determined: People promoting acceptance of 
a technology are supposed to accept it themselves. What does that mean? Of equal interest is this 
determination: Every politician, scientist or entrepreneur is a citizen, but not every citizen is a politician, 
scientist or entrepreneur. What is the significance of this asymmetry for "acceptance of technology"? 
Other questions include: Are there correlations between relations (for example: between “self-esteem of 
z” and the “trust of z in other people x”)? Can some comparable relations be formulated (for example: x 
has more self-interest than z, z has to trust himself more than x) and quantify some of the elements (for 
example: there are more z who trust x than z who trust y)? These questions and others will be investigated 
in further research.  
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6. Pragma-dialectical acceptance in discussions about CCS 
The pragma-dialectical theory of argumentation provides another theoretical framework for acceptance 
research. From four meta-theoretical principles which “represent fundamental choices about how to study 
argumentation, they also both reflect and shape our picture of the study of our study” [6] a definition of 
the term “acceptance” can be extracted: Acceptance is expressed by the speech act “to accept” which 
brings about a positive commitment towards the proposition expressed; acceptance is part of the 
dialogical critical discussion procedure which is designed to facilitate efficient resolutions of differences 
of opinion. In the current study differences of opinions with respect to the CCS technology are examined. 
A difference of opinion is always bound to (at least) one particular standpoint about CCS. Thus in the 
research acceptance is always bound to a discussion about (at least) one particular standpoint about CCS. 
7. Locating acceptance pragma-dialectically 
Acceptance can be found in any of the four pragma-dialectical discussion stages in a discussion about 
a standpoint about CCS [6]. In the confrontation stage there are the speech acts to accept a standpoint 
about CCS, to non-accept a standpoint about CCS, to uphold non-acceptance of a standpoint about CCS; 
in the opening stage there are the speech acts to accept the challenge to defend a standpoint about CCS, to 
agree on premises and discussion rules, to decide to start a discussion about a standpoint about CCS; in 
the argumentation stage there are the speech acts to accept argumentation, to non-accept argumentation; 
in the concluding stage there are the speech acts to accept a standpoint about CCS, to non-accept a 
standpoint about CCS, to establish the result of the discussion about a standpoint about CCS. In a 
nutshell, the acceptance of CCS as such cannot be located. Depending on the interactional function in the 
critical discussion about a standpoint dealing with CCS the speech act to (non-)accept brings about (a) 
particular commitment(s) for the speaker. 
Critical discussion is a procedure in which (non-)acceptance occurs. The hypothesis can be put 
forward that the (non-)acceptance of the speech acts listed in the four procedural stages of critical 
discussion somewhat “implies” the (non-)acceptance of the objectives of the particular stages. Taken this 
for granted that would mean that at the end of the confrontation stage the parties (do not) accept to deal 
with a particular standpoint about which their (initial) difference of opinion has been revealed; at the end 
of the opening stage the parties (do not) accept to start the critical discussion with taking on a particular 
dialectical role and to use a particular list of premises and discussion rules about which a difference of 
opinion has been revealed; at the end of the argumentation stage the parties (do not) accept to use a 
particular list of argumentation to decide upon the result of the discussion in the concluding stage and 
about which a difference of opinion has been revealed; in the concluding stage the parties (do not) accept 
to terminate the discussion as performed in the concluding stage (about which a difference of opinion 
may have been revealed). The termination of critical discussion manifests itself in the resolution of the 
(initial) difference of opinion ((non-)acceptance of the standpoint about CCS) or the settlement of the 
discussion. 
8. Conclusion II: Practical scopes of pragma-dialectical acceptance research 
From a practical point of view the procedural critical discussion can be claimed to have “diagnostic 
power” with respect to problem-solving discussions [7] about standpoints about CCS because supposedly 
it can indicate where (non-)acceptance is about to occur. As shown above, acceptance of the standpoint 
about CCS is only one “spot” of acceptance. If arguers were aware of the different spots of (non-) 
acceptance in their problem-solving discussion they would be able to constructively continue it to yield a 
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resolution of their difference of opinion. (Non-)acceptance of particular speech acts as well as of the 
objectives of the stages means giving the feedback to the other party of being committed to the resolution 
of the difference of opinion through problem-solving discussion. That feedback function may be a fruitful 
source for implementing the findings of acceptance research in, for instance, the practice of mediation. 
With the awareness of (non-)acceptance in the resolution process the mediator – as well as the arguers 
themselves! – can learn about the common ground of the dispute, i.e. what counts as accepted at a 
particular point in the problem-solving discussion. Perhaps the mediator can even provoke the occurrence 
of acceptance to further the resolution of the difference(s) of opinion. 
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